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Meadow:
‘Classic’

Welcome

Welcome to the 2019 Pictorial Meadows’ catalogue. It
feels like we never stop here at Pictorial Meadows and
the last few months have been especially busy! We’ve
been putting the final touches to some new designer
meadow mixes (I’m especially fond of our new
‘Dragonfly’ mix (p13), completed our latest round
of field trials, and continuing our research into
improving our meadows’ performance in increasingly
dry, hot summers.
It’s been 20 years since we started and in that time we have
developed a reputation for quality, reliability, and the sheer
flower power of our mixes. Since our unique seeds mixes were
first pioneered by Professor Nigel Dunnet, we’ve continued to
grow our expert knowledge and are now able to offer a fantastic
range of annual and perennial meadows in seeds and turf,
suitable for a wide range of situations and styles from very
naturalistic to excitingly different.
We’re grateful to all our customers over the years who have
enabled us to continue our research and development of these
unique meadows that are both great for people and great for
wildlife. If you have just discovered us, welcome, and we
look forward to helping you discover the joy that comes from
establishing a Pictorial Meadow for many years to come.
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Meadow:
‘Candy’

The Pictorial Difference

Our inspiration comes from the fabulous wildflower meadows found both here in the UK and
across the world. Unfortunately these wild meadows can be challenging to replicate in our
towns and gardens with many seeds struggling to establish and all too quickly being outcompeted by grasses and domineering weed species. Most attempts end in disappointment
with ever decreasing levels of confidence and frustration with what, on the face of it, should
be a very simple ‘look’ to achieve.
The development of a Pictorial Meadows mix involves years of research and testing to allow
you to achieve a stunning designer meadow easily in normal soil conditions. We understand
that a meadow should be great for wildlife and great for people which is why we combine
technical knowledge of meadow ecology with strong design interests and a creative approach
to designing the colour and structural characteristics of each of our mixes.
A British native meadow will generally only look at its best in the early summer, can take
decades to establish, and most species require low fertility soils to survive. The design of
a Pictorial Meadow prioritises long season interest, colour and good structure. We build
compositions with a high percentage of fine foliage and dainty flower heads, deliberately
excluding most grasses but including non-native flowering meadow plants that can also
thrive in more normal soils.
We control all aspects of product quality in house and have established a skilled horticultural
and design team that combines management of our own unique public parks and meadows
development site with a specialist meadow establishment and care service.
All this enables us to offer you naturalistic but idealised meadow landscapes that establish
relatively rapidly, actually perform, and thrive in normal conditions providing delight for a
very long period. Designs are based on very carefully composed recipes that allow complex
but well-structured meadows to not only establish successfully but to go on to improve year
on year. All this is the Pictorial Difference, and we think you’ll love it.

New This Year

We’ve had a busy couple of years recently with our meadow development centre running
at full steam. We have twp new mixes in this catalogue, and more to follow (sign up to our
e-newsletters to keep up to date). ‘Marshmallow’ brings delicate and dreamy soft pinks
and whites (p13). ‘Dragonfly’ brings striking blues and greens with great structure (p13).

01142 677 635

www.PictorialMeadows.co.uk
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Meadow:
‘Classic’

Annual Meadows
A Pictorial Meadows annual mix provides the simplest method to achieve breathtaking displays of gorgeous flowers with the minimum amount of preparation
and after care. Designed to be sown in situ on an average garden soil, they will
quickly start flowering with distinct ‘waves’ of colour right up to the first frost
– providing a rich nectar sources for all pollinators and putting a smile on the
face of everyone who sees them.

Candy

Annual Meadows

Our annual mixes can be used in virtually every conceivable garden and landscape
situation – from planters and borders in gardens, to large scale urban or rural
projects. They have brought colour and wildlife to gardens up and down the
country, and are trusted by Local Authorities, educational establishments, and
visitor attractions to provide cost-effective and dramatic displays which always
create a great impression.

“A real sweet treat”

For lovers of exuberant colour this is a particularly vibrant collection of bright
radiant flowers. Expect ever changing combinations of sweet purples, playful
yellows, radiant reds and splashes of wispy whites and baby blues producing
stunning “Eye – Candy” effects.
Sow Time: Spring
Sow Rate: 3g per m²
Height: Medium

01142 677 635

20g

£15

250g

£98

50g

£24

500g

£155

100g

£45

1kg

£250

www.PictorialMeadows.co.uk
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Classic

“A customer favourite, great all-rounder”

Sow Time: Spring
Sow Rate: 3g per m²
Height: Medium
20g

£15

50g

£24

100g

£45

250g

£98

500g

£155

1kg

£250

Annual Meadows

The original and most popular of our mixes, Classic produces shimmering, stunning
and ever changing displays from late spring through to mid-autumn. Rich in dainty
whites, blues, pinks and reds in the early stages the mix turns to gorgeous autumnal
colours later in the season. A very reliable performer in all sorts of ground
conditions.

Remembrance

“A perfect mix of pure poppies”

Sow Time: Spring
Sow Rate: 3g per m²
Height: Medium
20g

£15

50g

£24

100g

£45

250g

£98

500g

£155

1kg

£250

Combining ‘Flanders’ Poppies for that really authentic feel with a variety of more
ornamental poppy blooms to extend the display period. The joyful yet ephemeral
beauty of poppies never fails to stir the soul and help us to reflect quietly on the
cycle of nature and our shared humanity.
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Pastel

“Perfect if yellows aren’t your favourite”

A delightful colour themed “strawberries and cream”
mix. The long flowering season of whites and pinks is
complimented just a little scattering of clear blue. A
really impressive mix in the autumn as later strong pink
and pastel colours just go on and on.

Pixie

20g

£15

50g

£24

100g

£45

250g

£98

500g

£155

1kg

£250

Sheer Flower
Power

No bulking agents.
No
cheap grasses. Just
pure flower power.

“A colourful and compact meadow”

Sow Time: Spring
Sow Rate: 3g per m²
Height: Short
20g

£15

50g

£24

100g

£45

250g

£98

500g

£155

1kg

£250

A delightful star studded mix having the same wonderfully long and robust flowering
characteristics of Classic but with a focus on dwarf and compact slender annuals.
Perfect for small gardens and containers. Each component in this meadow is so
dainty that a really natural look is achieved.

01142 677 635
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Annual Meadows

Sow Time: Spring
Sow Rate: 3g per m²
Height: Tall

Meadow:
‘Aqua’

Sundance

“Glorious sunshine seems to pour
from this meadow”
Sow Time: Spring
Sow Rate: 3g per m²
Height: Medium
20g

£15

50g

£24

100g

£45

250g

£98

500g

£155

1kg

£250

Aqua

Annual Meadows

Pollinator
Perfection

The much talked about mix that wowed the Olympic
spectators when it was displayed in large drifts at
the Queen Elizabeth Park in London 2012. A fabulous
celebratory mix of gleaming gold and yellow blooms shot
with a little contrasting blue. Early flowering species giving
way to later taller varieties as the season progresses.

Our selection of
high-pollen and nect
ar
species plus the lon
g
flowering time is pe
rfect
for pollinators
“A shimmering pool”

Sow Time: Spring
Sow Rate: 3g per m²
Height: Short
20g

£15

50g

£24

100g

£45

250g

£98

500g

£155

1kg

£250

Restful and harmonious, this meadow mix combines many different shades of blue
lifted by foaming white and sparkling pinks. Another great, long season display with
some lovely variations as autumn approaches.

01142 677 635
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Patriotic

“A lovely mix of strong and
complimentary colours”
Sow Time: Spring
Sow Rate: 3g per m²
Height: Medium
20g

£15

50g

£24

100g

£45

250g

£98

500g

£155

1kg

£250

Annual Meadows

A meadow designed to give waves of colour through the year with combinations of
red, white and blue shades giving high impact right up to the first frosts. This is
another great mix for those wanting to avoid yellows.

Cornfield

“A pure native mix of Great Britain”

Sow Time: Spring
Sow Rate: 3g per m²
Height: Medium
20g

£15

50g

£24

100g

£45

250g

£98

500g

£155

1kg

£250

For the purists amongst us and for those sites where it is inappropriate to introduce
garden cultivars, here is an improved selection of native-only annuals. Combined in
the same special way as of all our mixes the impact is bold and pretty especially in
the main flowering period of June through to August.

p12
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Velvet

“The meadow noir of our collection”

Sow Time: Spring
Sow Rate: 3g per m²
Height: Medium

20g

£15

50g

£24

100g

£45

250g

£98

500g

£155

1kg

£250

A much-improved old favourite, Velvet is one for lovers of darkly dramatic colours.
Blood Red and deep purple mixes with shapely poppy heads, eruptions of russet
and gold and surprisingly sparky pinks. Deep and rich colours make this one of our
favourites.

New

Sow Time: Spring
Sow Rate: 3g per m²
Height: Medium

20g

£15

50g

£24

100g

£45

250g

£98

500g

£155

1kg

£250

Annual Meadows

Marshmallow

“Delicate and delicious colours”

Soft pinks and delicate whites define this dreamy looking mix. This brand new meadow
mix was inspired by the colours of marshmallow and candy floss and offers subtle
colour with great structure across a long season.

Dragonfly

“Striking and beautifully balanced”

New
Sow Time: Spring
Sow Rate: 3g per m²
Height: Medium

20g

£15

50g

£24

100g

£45

250g

£98

500g

£155

1kg

£250

Inspired by the iridescent dragonflies that we love to encourage into our gardens, this
meadows mix offers an unusual combination of purples and yellows with orange and
ivory tones. It’s ever changing successional colours bring energy and excitement to
this fabulous new mix.

01142 677 635
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Pictorial Meadows Turf
“The quickest and easiest way to achieve
a perennial meadow”

What is PMTurf?
PM Turf is a quick and easy way to establish a perennial wildflower meadow. It is
pre-grown, containing established plantlets using one of our fantastic meadow
seed mixes and is produced and delivered in much the same manner as its grassy
counterpart.
We do all the hard work of germinating and establishing the meadow plantlets,
meaning you can avoid the weeding and irrigation required throughout this initial
stage of the perennial meadow establishment.
The PMTurf will arrive arranged on a pallet. It is recommended that you lay the
turf immediately and you can choose your ideal delivery day when ordering. We
have most varieties available to go most of the time, and can also grow large
amounts of any mix to order.

How to Order PMTurf
1. Measure the Area for which you require PMTurf™.
2. Select your meadow turf variety. We are always adding more varieties - you can check online.
3. Contact us to request your turf quote.
Delivery costs will vary depending on your
location. You can request your quote by:

w

L
Area = length (l) X width (w)

Visiting:
www.PictorialMeadows.co.uk
or Calling:
01142 677 635
4. Arrange a delivery date with us and before you know it you’ll have a
stunning perennial meadow.

Varieties Available

Patchword
Quilt
Pg19

Golden
Summer
Pg21

Purple
Haze
Pg18

Woodland
Edge
Pg18

Treasure
Chest
Pg17

0 - 50m²

£30 per m²

51 - 100m²

£25.50 per m²

100m²+

£21 per m²

Meadow:
‘Tuscan
Hills’

Perennial Meadows
A Pictorial Meadows perennial meadow mix offers a cost-effective method of
establishing a high impact floral border that matures over time and develops
new features every year. Whilst an annual meadow must be sown in springtime,
a perennial meadow has the additional benefits of being able to be sown at any
time of the year.

Perennial Meadows

Perennial meadows can be more challenging to establish but offer great rewards.
We recommend sowing your perennial meadow seeds onto a 75mm sterile mulch
bed such as clean sand, green waste compost or seed and cutting compost.
This really helps to cut down weed seed invasion. Crucial to the success of
the establishment of a perennial meadow is the cleanliness of the bed before
sowing – care should be taken to remove all weeds well before sowing.
It is very important during the late spring to mid-summer establishment period
that the seed bed is watered frequently. In additon any weeds should be removed
and the young meadow given an extra summer cut and collect. If all this is not
possible, PMTurf (p14) will allow you to achieve a perennial meadow without the
challenge of the first stages of establishment.

Treasure Chest

“Great structural form”

Sow Time: Anytime
Sow Rate: 2g per m²
Height: Medium
Available as PMTurf
20g

£39

50g

£75

100g

£130

250g

£295

500g

£480

1kg

£750

A gorgeous, robust and very richly coloured meadow designed for long flowering
impact on normal fertility soils. Colour combinations change almost weekly as the
year unfolds. The mix is an absolute haven for wildlife, from early pollination through
to late autumn seed heads.

01142 677 635
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Purple Haze

“Doesn’t mind a touch of shade”
Sow Time: Anytime
Sow Rate: 2g per m²
Height: Medium
Available as PMTurf

20g

£39

50g

£75

100g

£130

250g

£295

500g

£480

1kg

£750

Purple Haze is predominantly purples and white, with spikes of mauve and billows of
blue for contrast. This meadow develops a very naturalistic look and if left uncut as
late into the season as possible provides great autumn and early-winter season seed
heads for birds.

Perennial Meadows

Woodland Edge

“Perfect for lightly shady areas”

Sow Time: Anytime
Sow Rate: 2g per m²
Height: Tall
Available as PMTurf

20g

£39

50g

£75

100g

£130

250g

£295

500g

£480

1kg

£750

Easy to establish and an absolute joy in terms of impact and colour especially
throughout spring and summer. Perfect for those areas in the landscape that have
light dappled shade but also lovely along hedge lines and banks. Colours tend towards
pinks and purples with plenty of seasonal variety and with structure from ground
cover up to tall emergents.

Magic Carpet

“Quick results and changing displays”

Sow Time: Anytime
Sow Rate: 2g per m²
Height: Medium

20g

£39

50g

£75

100g

£130

250g

£295

500g

£480

1kg

£750

A very reliable and easy to establish ‘hybrid’ mix which blends together colourful
meadow annuals, biennials and perennials. It will grow happily in just about any soil
type but like most meadow schemes, prefers an open sunny site. As different flowers
emerge in succession you are treated to a constantly changing display from one season
to another from just the one sowing.

p18
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Pictorial Prairie

“Inspired by the North American
Prairies”
Sow Time: Anytime
Sow Rate: 2g per m²
Height: Tall

Taking inspiration from the beautiful vibrant colours and
bold foliage forms of the North American Prairie this is a
lovely mix with great late summer and autumn impact. A wide
range of changing colours throughout the season including
yellows, bronzes and reds shot through with purple.

Patchwork Quilt

£39

50g

£75

100g

£130

250g

£295

500g

£480

1kg

£750

Flowers for
Longer

We design our mead
ows to
include species fro
m around
the world that flowe
r for
longer with successio
nal
colours across the
entire
season.

“Complex yet subtle”
Sow Time: Anytime
Sow Rate: 2g per m²
Height: Short
Available as PMTurf
20g

£39

50g

£75

100g

£130

250g

£295

500g

£480

1kg

£750

Best in more freely draining and lower nutrient soils, this lovely light and airy
meadow brings together more of the dainty species that unfortunately struggle to
survive for more than a year or two in normal conditions, where competition from
grass and rank weeds is so strong. In the right environment it is another very long
season meadow, with complex and subtle colour combinations.

01142 677 635

www.PictorialMeadows.co.uk
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Perennial Meadows

20g

Meadow:
‘Pollinator
Lawn’

Pollinator Lawn

“Pollinator Perfection!”
20g

Sow Time: Anytime
Sow Rate: 2g per m²
Height: Short

£39

50g

£75

100g

£130

250g

£295

500g

£480

1kg

£750

A beautiful jewel-like low growing meadow mix that will happily cope with light
pedestrian use. Very long flowering but especially rich in spring pollen and nectar
Meadow:
supply – providing a very important food source for bees and other pollinators. ‘P
Best
ollinator
managed with 3 cuts a year on all but the poorest soils, the meadow will stay green
Lawn’
throughout the winter and over time develops a softly mounded appearance.

Native Meadow

“100% British natives,
beautifully balanced”
Sow Time: Anytime
Sow Rate: 2g per m²
Height: Medium

20g

£39

50g

£75

100g

£130

250g

£295

500g

£480

1kg

£750

Cottage Garden

“A long flowering,
naturalistic meadow”
Sow Time: Anytime
Sow Rate: 2g per m²
Height: Tall

20g

£39

50g

£75

100g

£130

250g

£295

500g

£480

1kg

£750

A dramatic and colourful long season meadow that was originally designed to be
sown over pure brick rubble on housing demolition sites. This meadow offers amazing
variety and is jam packed full of species that work wonderfully together providing
drama and colour from early spring to late autumn.

Golden Summer

“Bright and high impact”

Sow Time: Anytime
Sow Rate: 2g per m²
Height: Medium
Available as PMTurf

20g

£39

50g

£75

100g

£130

250g

£295

500g

£480

1kg

£750

An exuberant, warm and visually stunning colour-themed meadow for normal to low
fertility, well drained soils. Refined over many years, Golden Summer establishes a
really beautiful meadow showing continuous waves of colour and form from late spring
right through to late autumn. As the name suggests, yellows and golds predominate
but are softened with whites and creams, contrasting purples and hints of oranges.

01142 677 635
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Perennial Meadows

A traditional and subtle meadow designed using just dependable British native
wildflowers. This is a composition designed to delight and show the world how beautiful
our British Meadows can be. A long flowering mix but with the predominant display
from June to August.

Waters Edge

“Perfect for damps spots”

Sow Time: Anytime
Sow Rate: 2g per m²
Height: Medium

20g

£39

50g

£75

100g

£130

250g

£295

500g

£480

1kg

£750

This meadow combines spring, summer and autumn species which either tolerate or
thrive in moist and waterlogged soils. The meadow retains strong form and structure
throughout the year but quickly develops drifts of colour and spikes of drama as
individual species settle and spread in their preferred soil moisture conditions.

Perennial Meadows

Tuscan Hills

“The warmth of Southern Europe”

Sow Time: Anytime
Sow Rate: 2g per m²
Height: Medium

20g

£39

50g

£75

100g

£130

250g

£295

500g

£480

1kg

£750

This lovely perennial mix will bring the warmth and drama of a southern European
meadow landscape to your garden. With an impressive palette of rich colours and
structure this meadow also includes some beautiful ornamental grasses. A very soft
impressionistic look as the season progresses going on to provide later season
structure as the final autumn flowers fade away.

Super-Pollinator

“The Bees Favourite”

Sow Time: Anytime
Sow Rate: 2g per m²
Height: Medium

20g

£39

50g

£75

100g

£130

250g

£295

500g

£480

1kg

£750

Inspired by the bold and dramatic vegetation of the central European Steppes this
mix has dramatic foliage forms as well as a lovely intensity of strong flowers. Lots of
foamy whites, smoky purples and clear blues with flashes of bright yellows, creams and
blazing scarlet. Packed full of goodness this meadow will also be buzzing all summer
long as every pollinator from miles around will be drawn in.

p22
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Continuing Our
Research
Pictorial Meadows was born almost 20 years
ago from an academic research project
looking at how stunning meadow-like planting
could be achieved in urban settings. Research
remains a key part of the organisation to
this day and our own work is constantly
enriched by our ongoing relationship with
the University of Sheffield and their world
renowned Designed Ecology programme.

As part of this relationship we have enjoyed
supporting a number of PhD research
projects in the Pictorial Meadow’s fields over
the years. Our current collaboration is with
Mingyu Jiang (Jimmy) - under the supervision
of Professor James Hitchmough. This 3
year study is looking at how a combination
of UK natives and some really interesting
species from the plains of Inner Mongolia can
combine to create meadows that are not only
beautiful but will be more resistant to the
encroachment of our dominant native grass
species.
Jimmy’s research recognised that highly
floriferous meadow communities are the most
publically appreciated greenspace types,
and these communities offer considerable

ecological benefits to
pollinating invertebrates
as well.
With a series of almost
100 test beds being
reviewed over the
study period, Jimmy is building an improved
understanding of the impact of a number
of factors such as the perfect seedling
densities, the impacts of soil types, and what
the ideal ornamental grass-to-flowering plant
ratio will be for long season impact.
This ever-growing understanding of meadow
communities has been key to the success
of Pictorial Meadows, and allows us to be
confident that you will achieve the best
possible results from a Pictorial Meadows
seed mix or turf.
So keep an eye out on our website catalogue
where the first glimpse of a beautiful
Mongolian inspired meadow may well be the
next available as part of our ever growing
range.

Green Roof Meadows
A Green Roof offers many benefits, ranging from increasing levels of wildlife, improving air quality, reducing energy use, to improving the lifespan
of your roof. Our Green Roof Meadow mixes have been specially developed
to thrive on a rooftop environment, whilst bringing colour to a traditional
grey area.

Economy Skyline

Sow Time: Anytime

Sow Rate: 2g per m²

Height: Medium

Green Roof Meadows

This is a very affordable grass-rich green roof
meadow mix excellent for large scale projects
where performance and economy are important.
With a 50/50 combination of flowering
perennials and grasses there’s still plenty here
to provide colour and bio-diversity value at
different times of the year.

Pictorial Skyline

Sow Time: Anytime

Sow Rate: 2g per m²

Sow Time: Anytime

Sow Rate: 2g per m²

www.PictorialMeadows.co.uk

£42

100g

£72

250g

£156

500g

£240

1kg

£400

20g

£36

50g

£72

100g

£125

250g

£260

500g

£430

1kg

£730

Height: Medium

The premium solution for all green roofs. An
especially species-rich mix that colonises roof
tops with minimum fuss and maximum impact.
The mix includes a great range of very drought
resistant sedums along with some fine very
ornamental grasses and a plethora of lovely
plants most often associated with alpine
meadows and rock gardens.

p24

£24

50g

Height: Medium

This lovely flowery roof top meadow was
developed to be both affordable and suitable for
all extensive green roofs. The meadow offers
a well balanced mix of flowering perennials that
will provide visual interest for a very long period.
They establish without the need to irrigate
and will continue to develop and evolve in a
continually stressed environment.

Botanical Skyline

20g

20g

£40

50g

£80

100g

£140

250g

£300

500g

£500

1kg

£850

01142 677 635

Mediterranean Meadows

We are delighted to offer 3 fantastic perennial and 2 lovely annual
meadow mixes designed for the hotter, drier landscapes of Southern
Europe.
20g

Cerulean Skies is a lovely light and airy mix.
Creating a meadow in dainty blues, whites, pinks
and purples. Well suited to free draining, low
fertility soils.
Perennial Meadow

El Dorado

An exuberant, warm colour-themed meadow for
normal fertility soils. A perennial seed mix, this
will create a stunning meadow which will come
back year after year. El Dorado is dominated by
yellows and golds but these are softened with
whites and cream.
Perennial Meadow

Mount Olympus

This is a meadow on a big, bold scale, capable
of creating real impact over large areas. A very
global meadow in that whilst it contains many
European species it has been teamed with species
from South Africa and North America.

Perennial Meadow

Monet

Rich in dainty whites, blues, pinks and reds with
a little orange thrown in for fun, Monet makes
stunning impressionistic landscapes full of subtle
and shimmering colours – which constantly change
as the season develops.

Annual Meadow

Gaudi

Definitely one for lovers of vibrant colours expect
a glorious riot of pinks, reds, oranges, mauves and
blues softened by a little white and cooling fine
green stems.
Annual Meadow

01142 677 635
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£39

50g

£75

100g

£130

250g

£295

500g

£480

1kg

£750

20g

£39

50g

£75

100g

£130

250g

£295

500g

£480

1kg

£750

20g

£39

50g

£75

100g

£130

250g

£295

500g

£480

1kg

£750

20g

£15

50g

£24

100g

£45

250g

£98

500g

£155

1kg

£250

20g

£15

50g

£24

100g

£45

250g

£98

500g

£155

1kg

£250
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Mediterreanean Meadows

Cerulean Skies

Meadow Sowing & Care
Establishing and caring for your Pictorial Meadows is relatively simple and
easy, and it certainly requires a lot less maintenance than a traditional flower
border. Whether considering a small container meadow or a full meadow field,
with a little bit of knowledge you can easily establish your meadow and keep it
looking stunning; read below to find out how.

Sowing Your Meadow
Whether sowing annual or perennial meadow seeds, it
is important that the bed be prepared properly first.
This means ensuring that you have a clean, weed free
area prepared in advance of sowing.

All our seeds arrive
with an easy to follo
w
but comprehensive
how-to guide to he
lp
you get the best fro
m
your meadow

Annual Meadow Seeds
Once the bed is clean, it can be prepared to a fine tilth and the seeds
broadcast at a rate of 3g per m². It is very important to lightly firm the
seed mixture into the soil. You can use an ordinary garden roller, the back of
a spade or simply your feet to achieve this.
Perennial Meadow Seeds
Once the bed is clean of weeds, apply a 75mm sterile mulch (such as clean
sand, green waste compost, or seed and cutting compost). Broadcast the
seeds at a rate of 2g per m². In the UK, we recommend providing irrigation
through spring and summer until full germination has been achieved. Like
annual seeds, you perennial seeds will need to be firmed in.

Germination

An annual meadow will begin to germinate in 7-10 days under normal
conditions. A perennial meadow will germinate more slowly, and if sown in
late autumn will not begin to germinate until spring.

Caring for your Meadow
For an annual meadow, other than a touch of weeding there is no additional
care required across the season. A perennial meadow will require 1 or 2
establishments cuts (to around 10cm) in the summer of the first year in
order to help develop a dense sward.

End of Season Cut

Your meadow can stay in flower well into Nov/Dec is the weather is mild. At
the end of the season, for an annual meadow, you can choose to leave the
dead stems seed heads in place for birds and wildlife for as long as you can
or just cut down. A perennial meadow will require the removal of invasive
weeds and a ‘cut-and-collect’ to be completed at the end of every year.

Common Questions
Can I sow a meadow over existing grass?
We would always recommend against this. Grasses can be very aggressive and will compete
with your new meadow, preventing it from germinating properly. A little bit of ground
preparation goes a long way.
When should I sow my meadow seeds?
For annuals the best month to sow is April but you can sow early in March if the ground
feels workable, or even as late as June. For our perennial meadows we recommend sowing in
late autumn/early winter, though if irrigation is available you can sow at anytime of the year.
What soil type is best for a Pictorial Meadow?
We have designed our meadows to be suitable for a broad range of soil fertility levels.
The richer the soil the taller and bushier the plants will be. If your soil has particularly low
fertility levels you can expect a more delicate, dainty display.
Can I mix your different meadow seeds together?
Not really. We’ve spent years testing each mix to understand how the different species in
their different ratios perform alongside each other. This is what allows for such colourful
long-flowering display. Mixing the meadows can have unexpected effects such as one
species over-dominating and causing you to lose the variety of colour and structure.

Meadow Selector

Annual Meadows

Main Colours

Height

Low

Med

Tall

Candy
Classic
Remembrance
Pastel
Pixie
Sundance
Aqua
Patriotic
Dragonfly
Cornfield
Velvet
Marshmallow

Pictorial Quality
We’re determined that you will receive the highest
quality meadow seeds or turf possible. That’s why as
well as the extensive development and field-testing
each meadow mix recipe goes through, we also
meticulously assess and conduct quality checks and
germination trials on every mix we produce.
You can find more information about our meadows, as well as useful
advice to help with growing your own online at:

www.PictorialMeadows.co.uk

Perennial Meadows
Main Colours

Height

Avail as
PMTurf™

Low

Med

Tall

Treasure
Chest
Purple
Haze
Woodland
Edge
Magic
Carpet
Pollinator
Lawn
Patchwork
Quilt
Native
Meadow
Cottage
Garden
Golden
Summer
Waters
Edge
Tuscan
Hills
Super
Pollinator
Pictorial
Prairie

01142 677 635

www.PictorialMeadows.co.uk
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Sowing a Small Area?

If you just have a couple of containers or a
small patch on which to grow a meadow, you
might want to consider our 6g packets.
These packs will cover up to 2m² and are
available in all our annual meadow mix varieties. These packs make perfect gifts and
are available for just £4.50 each on our
website.

Photo Competition!

£100
Prize

We absolutely love to see your photos of your meadows! Our
2019 meadows photo competition is now open and gives you the
chance to win a prize of up to £100 in PM vouchers if your photo is
selected as the winner.

All you need to do is send us your best photo of your meadow. You
can enter as many photos as you want, and the winner will be picked in
December 2019.
Send you photos via our Facebook page, our website, or email them to
info@pictorialmeadows.co.uk. Terms and Conditions apply.
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Get in Touch

If you have any questions about our meadows we will be pleased to
hear from you. There’s lots of ways you can get in touch with us...
Visit us online:

www.PictorialMeadows.co.uk
Send us an email:

info@pictorialmeadows.co.uk
Give us a call:

01142 677 635

Follow Us

Stay up to date with the latest meadow news, new mix releases,
and latest meadow growing advice (plus lots of lovely pictures) by
following us on social media:

Are you a garden designer, landscaper, or gardening
professional?
In addition to supplying designer meadow seed and turf we offer a broad
range of professional services. These include training and CPD, design
and consultation, and installation and care.
We also produce a more specialised trade catalogue including technical
details for meadow installation across a number of project types, and
can offer a generous trade discount (terms and conditions apply). Give
us a ring or visit our website to request a copy.
01142 677 635

www.PictorialMeadows.co.uk
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Pictorial Meadows is the market leader in the design,
supply, and creation of beautiful meadows and naturalistic
landscapes. Combining expert knowledge with 20 years
of research and field trials, this award-winning company
provides the most floral, wildlife friendly, and visually
stunning meadows available to customers across the UK and
beyond.
Improved biodiversity
Longer, successional flowering
Species rich
Dense, layered colours
Visually Stunning

www.PictorialMeadows.co.uk
E: info@pictorialmeadows.co.uk
T: 01142 677 635
Manor Oaks Farmhouse, 389 Manor Lane,
Sheffield, S2 1UL

